Yen Mai: Education, Work, and Experience
Yen Mai has over 10 years of work experience in Finance and Data Analysis across many
different business sectors.
Her background is in math and economics from the top university in Vietnam, as well as
receiving her MBA degree in Finance from Willamette University. Her experience includes
successfully managing departments, sales teams, and managing finance and accounting for a
regional office in Hanoi, Vietnam.
During her MBA program, she gained a solid understanding of financial analysis, cost analysis,
financial modeling, corporate finance, cash flow projection, capital budgeting, firm valuation,
mergers and acquisitions.
She has worked as a Finance and Data Analyst for Providence Health & Services in Portland,
OR, where she was able to bring deep insights to the Finance team and increase the accuracy of
their financial reports and inventory costs.
Currently, Yen is working as Senior Financial Analyst at Kaiser Permanente in Portland, OR
where she works on multiple important financial and strategic projects that impact thousands of
healthcare providers and patients in the Northwest region.
Experienced — Educated — Certified — Trained — Expert
As a financial consultant for small-medium businesses, Yen believes that it’s important to invest
time in understanding her clients and their needs. By better analyzing your current financial
performance we are able to find opportunities for saving money and cutting costs. It’s also
important to understand the level of risk associated with different financial scenarios and
examine financial outcomes when assessing your investments or expansion opportunities to
reach your long-term financial goals.
Numberman LLC and YMR Consulting Partnership
With Yen’s addition to the Numberman LLC team, we can help ensure you receive strong
financial services and comprehensive guidance for your business. From both financial and
accounting perspectives, we will deliver a comprehensive strategy to leverage your business
strengths and help you achieve your financial goals.
Yen enjoys running in Forest Park, visiting the Portland Saturday Market, and volunteering at the
Oregon Food Bank to support the community. If it’s a rainy day, you might find her inside
playing some board games or trying out a new recipe.

Additional details:
Yen not only has rich experience in quantitative analysis and financial analysis, budgeting,
accounting, and forecasting, but her “can do” attitude and strong commitment to excellence
stands out and contributes to her many company successes.
Supporting executive-level decision making processes has become a daily part of role and
facilitating correct business decisions using data helps all leaders make better decisions.
Her new ideas and perspectives can bring real value to your projects and business processes.
Yen is particularly interested in implementing process improvement projects (Lean Six Sigma)
that help businesses improve their operations, cut costs, and provide standardization to reduce
variation.

